
wOULD YOU LIKE 
TO BE PART OF 
EasyService?

Repairs, Reforms and Insurance

Unlimited Warranty
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HOW CAN I DO IT?

Through a single and exclusive financing round that is divided into three 
phases where the fastest investor will have the best advantages

 1st phase 100.000.000 XSVI for $ 0,01
2nd phase  87.000.000 XSVI for $ 0,03
3rd phase 173.000.000 XSVI for $ 0,07

    The most interesting aspect of investing in EasyService Investors (XSVI) 
is that by acquiring this token, you automatically become an owner of the 
company and will receive quarterly dividends corresponding to your share 
of the profits. 

    At each milestone reached, a percentage of the company will be 
unlocked and depending on your investment amount, that will determine 
the percentage of profits you are entitled to, according to the attached 
table.

Double Return

1st PHASE ACHIEVED = 10% ACTIVATED

2ND PHASE ACHIEVED = +12% ACTIVATED

3RD PHASE ACHIEVED = +15% ACTIVATED

This means that when all 3 phases of this single round of financing 
are reached, 37% of EasyService's quarterly profits 

will be distributed among you as investors.
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According to the provided actuarial calculations, in the third year of the 
corporation's existence, which will be in 2026, with a 75% fulfillment, after having 
received dividends in the second year ranging from 350% to 960% and having more 
than recovered your initial investment, the minimum weighted return will exceed 
2,300%.

How do I make my investment 
profitable?

Below we present some scenarios based on the fulfillment of the previously 
established objectives, taking into account that:

§ There will be no capital return in the fiscal year 2024, as 100% of the 
profits will be reinvested. If reinvestment is not necessary, the profits will be 
collected with the following year's earnings. 

§ Regarding the Active Suppliers in England and Spain, in the overall 
objective calculation, we took into account only 85% of them, assuming that 
the remaining 15% were in a trial period.

§ Regarding the Active Suppliers in the new openings (France, Germany, Italy, 
and Portugal), in the overall 2025 objective calculation, we took into 
account only 30% of them, assuming that the remaining 70% were in a trial 
period.

§ The Active Suppliers in the new openings of 2026 (Australia, Canada, and 
the United States) were not taken into account for this calculation.

Let's assume you invest in the final round and the financing round is reached. 
The company is established and under the parameters explained above, we achieve 
75% of the stated goal. Your investment would be as follows:

Investment:                                      $2,000
Corresponding Tokens:                 28,571 XSVI
2025 Profits:        Quarterly; $359,27   |   Yearly; $1.437,07
2026 Profits:        Quarterly; $960,37   |   Yearly; $3.841,50 
2027 Profits:     Quarterly; $1.428,88   |   Yearly; $5.715,52

If you invest from the first phase, the profits increase by 7x

Let's talk about numbers
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2026  

( COMPLIANCE WITH

TARGET AT 75% )

2025   
( COMPLIANCE WITH

TARGET AT 115% )

Total Revenue;  $ 215.460.000,00

Net Profit:  $ 157.213.400,00

Reinvestment of Profits;  48 %

Total Profits to Distribute;  

$ 81.750.815,96

Depending on your Investment, between;

$ 8.175.082 and $ 30.247.802

Total Revenue;  $ 76.137.454,41

Net Profit:  $ 58.303.120,00

Reinvestment of Profits;  42 %

Total Profits to Distribute;  

$ 33.815.809,60

Depending on your Investment, between;

$ 3.381.581 and $ 12.511.828

2025   
( COMPLIANCE WITH

TARGET AT 100% )

2025   
( COMPLIANCE WITH

TARGET AT 50% )

Total Revenue;  $ 66.206.482.09

Net Profit:  $ 52.725.216,00

Reinvestment of Profits;  42 %

Total Profits to Distribute;  

$ 30.580.625,00

Depending on your Investment, between;

$ 3.058.064 and $ 11.315.571

Total Revenue;  $ 33.103.241,05

Net Profit:  $ 23.152.560,00

Reinvestment of Profits;  51 %

Total Profits to Distribute;  

$ 11.807.805

Depending on your Investment, between;

$ 1.180.781 and $ 4.368.888

YIELD
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EASYSERVICE ( xsv ) 

the TOKEN 

   When we launch the Platform, all suppliers will 
be required to accept the payment option in XSV 
and videos and the necessary support will be 
created so that each supplier is able to transact 
with them effectively.

   It will be very simple, because, in addition, we 
will create a small exchange within the platform in 
which we will accept our own cryptos, which will 
provide ease and credibility to both clients and 
providers and will also allow us to gain a little more 
control and stability over the movements from the 
market.

The token will serve as an exchange 
within and outside the platform, and 
anyone who has EasyService (XSV) will 
be able to exchange them

to consider

   It is available on PancakeSwap and now is the 
best time to invest in it...

hOW CAN I BUY IT 

   TOKEN CONTRACT ADDRESS;

0x0E16455f0842F7368323e71262F214472EEab320    

500.000.000 XSV 

$ 0.000001 

Binance Smart 
Chain (BSC)

SUPPLY

STARTING PRICE

BLOCKchain

   TOKEN DECIMALS;

18    

RED

  Binance Smart Chain MainneT    

  NAME;

   EasyService ( XSV )    
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EASYSERVICE investors ( xsvi ) 

the TOKEN 

   As explained on page 22, any investor holding 
our token (XSVI) will directly participate in the 
company's quarterly profits according to the table.

   To receive your share, you must have your tokens 
(XSVI) staked on our platform at least 15 days prior 
to the dividend payment. You can choose to 
receive payment to your bank account or wallet 
with our native EasyService token (XSV) which you 
can trade on any exchange or on our own platform.

   Any investor holding over 50,000,000 XSVI can 
become a direct partner in the company, appear 
on the certificate of incorporation with 5% equity, 
and as a loyalty bonus, retain 20% of tokens, with 
all associated benefits.

   The minimum investment for the first phase is 
$2,000 which you can invest in fiat or any of the 
cryptocurrencies we have allocated.

This is  the token that every smart 
inves tor  wi l l  rece ive wi th in  the 3 
exclusive funding phases.

to consider

ASSIGNMENT 

   Public Sale:   20% - 72%     (100 million XSVI -
                                             360 million XSVI)
   Advisors:            1%            (5 million XSVI)
   Treasury:            7%            (35 million XSVI)
   Reserve:            15%           (75 million XSVI)
   Founders:     5% - 15%        (25 million XSVI -       
                                             75 million XSVI)

Restrictions
Following the growth guidelines of the company, 

remember that we will not be able 
to legally exchange our tokens until the

January 1, 2025

500.000.000 
XSVI 

$ 0.01 

Binance Smart 
Chain (BSC)

SUPPLY

STARTING PRICE

BLOCKchain




